AI-assisted
acquisitions
A new analytics-driven
M&A landscape for chemicals
and petroleum companies

The primary
motivation for
chemicals and
petroleum M&A
activity is expansion.
Beyond this, they have
more than 40 unique
combinations of
M&A buying criteria.
Chemicals

M&A Deal Type
57%

Expand market presence or geographic reach
Scope

Petroleum

53%

Present fundamentally similar product
offering/reduce competition

Scale

Expand horizontally (buy vs. build)

Efficiency

Get leaner to drive margin

Leverage

Unique synergy between buyer and target
capabilities

R&D, talent

Acquire unique intellectual property (IP), product,
pipeline or skills

13%
11%

Diversify

Mitigate risk or explore new market opportunities*

9%
11%

Transform

Create entirely new value proposition or
business model*
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A group of chemicals and petroleum
companies—“M&A leaders”—achieve better
outcomes from their M&A activity.

M&A leaders are more likely to say their M&A
activity has positively impacted all aspects of
their organizations’ performance.
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M&A leaders
operate
differently.

A modern M&A foundation—workflow with process and
governance models—augmented with automation, analytics,
and AI drives the level of benefits they achieve.

M&A leaders are
ahead in using
analytics and AI
for specific M&A
applications.

These applications can be embedded to accelerate and expand the
scope of key activities in three phases of the M&A lifecycle.
Identify and quantify
value

Understand and mitigate
value at risk

Realize and optimize
deal value

Strategy and screening
1. Scan for value
2. Quantify potential value

Negotiation, due diligence,
transaction execution
1. Identify risks
2. Mitigate risks
3. Analyze margins
4. Analyze synergies

Integration
1. Integrate for value
2. Extract new value

How do chemicals and petroleum companies start?
Conceptual architecture for modern M&A
Insights layer
Deal terms
and conditions

M&A risk and planning module
Transactional
risk

Operational
risk

Reporting/
mitigation

Due diligence
strategy and plan

IT/cybersecurity
risk

Integration
strategy and plan

M&A analytical module
Cognitive insights
risk model

Reporting/
mitigation

Cognitive
operations

Data layer
Data rooms

Data lake repository

Strategy
Synergy
Market

Clean rooms

Data sources
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Organizational
capabilities

External
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Leadership

Governance

Culture

Change management

Communication

Risk

Compliance

Legal

Security

Corporate development, and M&A in particular,
will always be a human plus machine partnership.
Are you ready to elevate your M&A performance?
To learn more, visit
ibm.co/ai-assisted-acquisitions
Learn more
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